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FOREWORD 

The Subcommittee on Radiochemistry is one of a number of 
subcommittees working under the Committee on Nuclear Science 
within the National Academy of Sciences - National Research 
Council. Its members represent government, industrial, and 
university laboratories in the areas of nuclear chemistry and 
analytical chemistry 

The Subcommittee has concerned itself with those areas of 
nuclear science which involve the chemist, such as the collec
tion and distribution of radiochemical procedures, the estab
lishment of specifications for radiochemically pure reagents, 
availability of cyclotron time for service irradiations, the 
place of radiochemistry in the undergraduate college program, 
etc. 

This series of monographs has grown out of the need for 
up-to-date compilations of radiochemical information and pro
cedures. The Subcommittee has endeavored to present a series 
which will be of maximum use to the working scientist and 
which contains the latest available information. Each mono
graph collects in one volume the pertinent information required 
for radiochemical work with an individual element or a group of 
closely related elements. 

An expert in the radiochemistry of the particular element 
has written the monograph, following a standard format developed 
by the Subcommittee. The Atomic Energy Commission has sponsored 
the printing of the series. 

The Subcommittee is confident these publications will be 
useful not only to the radiochemist but also to the research 
worker in other fields such as physics, biochemistry or medicine 
who wishes to use radiochemical techniques to solve a specific 
problem. 

111 

w. Wayne Meinke, Chairman 
Subcommittee on Radiochemistry 
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INTRODUCTION 

This volume which deals with the radiochemistry of carbon, 
nitrogen and oxygen is one of a series of monographs on radio
chemistry of the elements. There is included a review of the 
nuclear and chemical features of particular interest to the 
radiochemist, a discussion of problems of dissolution of a sample 
and counting techniques, and finally, a collection of radio
chemical procedures for the element as found in the literature. 

The series of monographs will cover all elements for which 
radiochemical procedures are pertinent. Plans include revision 
of the monograph periodically as new techniques and procedures 
warrant. The reader is therefore encouraged to call to the 
attention of the author any published or unpublished material 
on the radiochemistry of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen which might 
be included in a revised version of the monograph. 

iv 
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The Radiochemistry of Carbon, 

Nitrogen, and Oxygen 

J. HUDIS 
Chemistry Department 

Brookhaven National Laboratory 
Upton, N. Y. 

I. INT.BRBST AND USBS Ofl CARBON, NITR.OGBN, AND OXYGBN TO THB RADIOCHBMIST 

Thia review of carbo~ nitroge~ and oxygen cheaiatry of interest to 

the radiochelliat ia liaited iD scope for a nuaber of reasons. No work on cl-4 

will be redewed since that nuclide, its uaea and applications, aeea to be 

alllost co.pletely within the province of the organic cheaist. The reaaiDing 

useful radioactive isotopes of the ele.ents iD question, 20.4-iD. ell, 

lO.o-.iD. N13, and 2-in. 0~ have half-livea so short that their use as 

trJU:era baa been severely restricted by tiae liaitations. In addition, since 

these three nuclides are neutron-deficient, charged-particle accelerators are 

nece .. ary to produce reasonable aaounts, further liaiting the usefulness of 

these nuclides. However, as will be described in Section IV a ~~etbod exiata 

whereby at least N13 aay be produced in reasonable quantities iD neutron 

reactors. 

finally, the large nuaber of possible oxidation states and resulting 

co~lex cheaistry of carbon and nitrogen allow aany interesting experiments 

in the field of bot-atoa cheaistry.1• 2 Discussion of tbeae probleas will 

also be avoided except ~ere pertinent info~ation is necessary to ensure 

l 
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isotopic ai:xiog of carrier and tracer atoas during tbe c:ouue of a cbellical 

separation proceaa. 

(312-> e11 <t • 20.4 aiD) 

(3/2-) 

L + (99+'1.) 

.a: (0.19'1.) 

811 

Bll+ • 1.72 MeY 

Pig. 1. Nuclear properties of ell, Nl3, and ~(3) 

The aain interest in ell, Nl3, and ol5 tbus far to the nuclear 

cbeaists has been in the deteraioation of the yields of these nuclides in 

nuclear reactions resulting froa the irradiation of COJIPlex tarset nuclei 

with charged particles. As long as the target .. terial is an elaent no 

heavier than alwainua the yield& of these ouclides aay be deteraioed by gross 

2 
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activity aeasureaent of the irradiated sample and resolution of the resulting 

co.plex decay curve into its COIIPQnents. Indeed 110st of the references to 

ell and N13 refer to this type of experiaent. Ho~ver, when one desires 

information about the yields of ell and N13 fro• heavier targets such as 

copper md silver the gross decay curve is far too cOtiplex to reaolve into 

its various co.ponents and the eleaents desired aust be cheaically separated 

froa the tar,et and interfering activities. 

With the advent of high-energy accelerators there is great interest 

in yields of relatively light products such as ell and N13 and tbus the 

radiochemistry of tbese ele~~ents is of rene~d interest. In addition the 

ever increasing nuaber of laboratories having access to charged-particle 

accelerators will undoubtedly bring about new investigations aaking use of 

these short-lived tracers. It is interesting to note that ~reas Ruben and 

eo-workers 4-6 ll&de excellent use of ell iD .studying the aechanisa of 

reactions IV 20 years ago, little has been done with this iaotope in the 

field of reaction kinetics since then. 

II. JU!VIBW OF THOSB FBATURBS Cll CARBON, NITR.OGBN, AND OXYGEN CHeMISTRY 01' 

IN'l'BP.BST TO THE RADIOCHBMIST 

~.-The u.in probleaa regarding the chemistry of carbon lllhieh the 

radiochemist faces are those of isotopic mixing of carrier and tracer atc.a, 

complete conversion to a single known oxidation state, and purification and 

separation of the resulting eo.pound froa the reaction mixture and interfering 

activities. The problem of the knowledge of the oxidation state or states 

of the radioactive carbon atoas formed during an irradiation and present after 

dissolution of the target is a co.plex one. The usual procedure is to dissolve 

the target in the presence of one or aore lo~r oxidation states of carbon 

and oxidize the carbon co.pounds to co2• Thus it is hoped that all active 

carbon atOllS will undergo mixing with the carrier atollS during soae phase 

of the initial chemical treataent. The co2 is then freed of possible 

volatile radioactive contaainants such as the rare gases, converted to a 

3 
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measurable fon_ and assayed. The chief difficulty is that one ia seldoa 

sure that all of the active carbon atollS bave followed the cheaistry of the 

carrier. 

To oxidize all carbon COIIPOunds to C~ there seea to be tw Hues of 

attack. One is to dissolve the target aaterial in a very strongly oxidizing 

medi1111 and us~.~~~e tbat all the carbon co.es off as eo;a. The other is to 

sweep the volatile carbon co.pounds through a copper or nickel oxide 

coabustion furnace in an effort to bring about the oxidation to ~. 

Sharp7 fouDd tbat to obtain c011plete and reproducible yields both uthods 

had to be coabined and in fact a very elaborate systea was evolved. 

Nitrogen.-As with carbon the difficulties in handling nitrogen arise 

froa the large nuaber of oxidation states in ~ich Nl3 aay find itself after 

irradiation and dissolution of the target. Reference 8 is an excellent source 

of inforiu.tion about the cheaical behavior of nitrogen. In addition, with a 

10-llin. COIIP&red to a 20-ain. half-life, the ti8e available for adequate 

purification is even shorter for nitrogen than for carbon. However, as will 

be described in detail Dostrovsky and Hudia9 have found, at least in the 

high-euergy proton irradiation of al1111inua, zinc, indiua, lead, and uraniUII 

foils, that the N13 atoas are all present in the NH3 fraction if the metal 

foils are dissolved in acid under reducing conditions. Tbose foils ~icb 

wuld dissolve in strong NaOH - aluainua and zinc - llllere also found to 

yield all the Nl3 as NH3• Tbe che111ical separation procedure then reduces to 

NH3 purification frota volatile activities such as carbon co.pounds, rare 

gases, and possibly Asu3, SbH3 etc. Detailed descriptions of the various 

disaolution processes are gi~n. It would be interesting to see if under 

identical conditions of target solution one could obtain all ell activity as 

2!II!!·-As far as the author can tell no one has been brave or 

foolhardy enough to atteapt to separate chemically and purify 2-ain. o15 froa 

any target heavier than aluainua. Pr011 al1111in1111 the separation reduces to 

4 
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the eliaination of N13 and Ne23 activities, all other nuclides having half

lives abort or long enough not to interfere with the detemiD&tion of o15. 

Fro. a .ater target swept with oxygen gu, Xatcoff and HudislO found tbat a 

liquid ~ trap and t.o CaP2 drying tubes followed by trapping of the oxygen 

in a liquid nitrogen cooled trap .as sufficient to yield pure 2-in. olS 

activity. 

III. NBASUIUiMBNT T.BOfNIQUBS 

The radioactive decay properties of ell, Nl3, and o15 are quite 

similar; each elllits a single energetic positron with no accoapanying nuclear 

gamaa ray. 

Beta Measur.-ent.--Direct 8easureaent of tbe positron activity is 

possible and has been used by a nuaber of .orkera. The single positron branch 

and hisb energy aate it relatively s~le to calibrate tbe Geiger or proportional 

counter aet-up for tbe specific nuclide in question when absolute disintegration 

rates are desired. Por the determination of ell activity the usual procedure 

is to bubble the active co2 through a 8&(~)2 solution and quickly filter, 

dry, and count the BaC03 precipitate. Likewise, NH3 can be precipitated as 

CNH4>zi»te16 or as NHa2I • H2o. Chackett .!! ~.11 recovered NH3 in a 8eaaurable 

form very quickly by passing the gas through a filter paper .oistened with 

dilute sulfuric acid. 

At least one writer has assayed ell as cllo2 incorporated into the 

count inc gas aixture of a beta-proportional counter. This ia one of the .ore 

popular 8etbods of counting c14 activity and details of the auple preparation 

and counting procedures •Y be found in Reference 12. The chief advantace of 

this technique is, of course, that one attains excellent counting efficiencies -

alaost 1001.. 

The one great drawback of both of tbese procedures 11hen one consideu 

tbe short half-lives involved is tbe ti8e required at the end of the separation 

to prepare either solid or gaseous saaples suitable for beta counting. 

5 
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Gala& Mea.ur~nt.-Tbe detection of the &DDihilation radiation by ~~eaua 

of ac:iDtillation couutera ia a technique tdlieh proaiaes to be by far the 

easiest &Del fastest ~~ethod for tbe meaaure.nt of tbese iaotopea. With tbe 

large Nal cryatala presently available &Del the preaenee of blo sa-a per 

disintegration very high couuting efficienciea are obtainable. In addition 

the very alight dependence of counting efficiency on ••Ple thickDeaa or 

pbyaical state enables oae to aeaaare the aaaple U.ediately following the 

last cbeaical purification step. 

Por exuple, iD a search for cl-0, ~tcoff &Dd HudialO aade use of the 

olS preaent to check on the oxygen cbeaiatry. The final step in tbe purification 

.aa the tr~ping of oxygen in a liquid nitrogen tr~. A g.-a counter ... 

placed on top of the tr~ aDd counting c~ed about thirty secooda after 

tbe eod of the irradiation. 

Siailarly, Dostrovalty and Hudia 9 have ~~euured the gaaaa radiation 

froa Nl3 iD vuioua •Ys, (a) aolutiona of boric acid in which NH3 1w1 been 

neutralized. (b) traps of Li ~~etal wbicb .ere uaed u gettera for tbe recovery 

of N2 and N2o, and (c) activated charcoal tr~s tdlieh bad been cooled to 

liquid nitrocen tuperaturea aDd uaecl to tr~ N2 aDd the rare gaaea. 

Tbua it can be aeen that &laoat EY part of the recovery and 

purification aystea wbicb can be re.oved and placed on or iD a ac:iDtillator 

aakes a convenient counting ... ple. Tbe particular counting aet-up can be 

calibrated at aoae later tille using a standard which eaits about 510 kev 

g .... radiation aDd baa a aore coDTenient balf-life. 

IV. MB'ftfODS OP PROIXX:Tiefi OP ell, N13, and o1' 

These three nuclidea are all neutron-deficient aDd can be coDTeniently 

produced only by high-energy neutron or charged particle reactions. Table I 

gives a list of tbe aoat useful reactions available. It aay be seen fl:oa the 

table that these uuclidea aay be aade witb quite low-energy charged particlea. 

However, tbe fact that one aay quickly label a given co.pouod and eUaiDate 

precious tille iD separating tbe desired activity froa the target aaterial 

6 
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Table I. Nuclear Reactions Useful for tbe Production of ell, Nl3, and ol5 

Relative Isotopic 

Target Abundance 'J. Particle Reaction Q (Mev)13 

ell ae9 100 Cl Cl,2n -24.4 

slO 18.8 cS cS,n + 6.s 
sll 81.2 p p,n - 2.8 

sll 81.2 d cl,21l + 5.3 

el2 99 n 0.2n -18.7 

N13 810 18.8 C& Cl,ll + 1.1 

sll 81.2 Cl 4,211 -10.3 

e12 99 d cS,n - 0.3 

N14 AJ 100 n 0.2n -10.5 

e12 99 Cl Cl,n - 8.5 

N14 IV10Q d d,n + 5.1 

()16 .-.J100 n o.2n -15.7 

fa 'fOra tbe production of these nuclides by fast neutroa irradiation of tbe 

parent cc.pouad llbenever possible Ullle .. too IIUCh target decc.poaition occurs 

due to irradiation daaage. 

Por exa.ple, if one irradiates NH4~ with fast neutrons, both nitrogen 

atoas are tagged and tbe cbellistry of NH4 + and ~- ions .. , be followcS. 

Addition of Br2 to the target solution yields N2 tagged with N13 allowiQg 

one to investigate tbe cheaiatry of N2• 

N13 is tbe only DUclide under cSiacu .. ion llhicb can be produced by 

neutrons available froa lo.-energy, charged particle accelerators such as 

a eoctroft-Walton or a Van de Graaff. The H3(d,n)He4 reaction yields 

...., 14 Mev neutrons, sufficiently energetic to produce the <n, 2n) reaction 

on N14. Unfortunately quite high energy neutrons are required to produce 

1 
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ell and ol5 by tbe n.2D reaction aDd theae very fut neutrons can be created 

in quantity only with bigb intensity, high energy particle accelerator• auch 

aa cyclotrons. 

With the increaaing availability of neutron reactors auother ac~ 

capable of producing fast neutrons aight be aentioned here. Weiul4 baa 

ahow that by irradiation of Li6o with theraal neutrons, 14 Mev neutrons can 

be obtaiued in the ratio of one 14 Mev neutron to every 106 theraal neutrona. 

'l'he nuclear reactions are (a) Li6(n,H3)He4 followd by (b) H2(H3,n)He4. That 

ia to aay the tdtona produced in reaction (a) collide with the deuterons of 

the LiD aolecules to produce 14 Mev neutrons by reaction (b). In this •Y it 

is possible to obtain usable quantitiea of Nl3 activity with a nuclear reactor. 

V • COLLBCTION OF DBTAW3D RADIOCHBMICAL PROCBDORBS 

It ahould be pointed out that the following procedures have been 

quoted verb&tia hoa the original references and except for Procedure 11 

of nitrogen none have been checked by tbe an thor. It seeaa obvious, in 

carbon Procedures 3• 4• and 5 that very few if any eheell:s have been •de to 

deteraine whether or not all of the ell produced bad been coDVerted to an 

insoluble carbonate precipitate. Froa the precautions tall:en by Sbarp7 to 

obtain reproducible ell yields we would hesitate to place too great faith in 

the silapler carbon procedurea, at least froa targets heavier than aluai.Dua. 

Procedure 1. Yield of ell froa High-Bnerp Proton Irradiation of Al, 

Source: ~. Chactett !! !!,., Proc. Phys. soc. (London) 69A, 43 (1956). 

This activity appears in the gaa phaae on the dissolution of the 

aluainua target foil in boiling aodiua hydroxide solution, It is .-ept 

through a euO coabuation train, the ~ being trapped in caustic aoda and 

counted as Ba003· 

8 
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Procedure 2, Yield of ell froa High-Energy Proton Irradiation of Al. 

Source: .l, Chackett !! .!!• , Phil, Mag, ~ 1 (l9.5S), 

Tbe ~barded aluainua foils ~re dissolved in aodiua hydroxide solution 

in a .-all reaction vessel through ~icb passed a slow stre.. of air saturated 

at rooa tei!perature with ethanol vapor, Tbe gas atreu was roughly dried by 

bubbling through concentrated aulfuric acid and was tben pused over CUO at 

6000C, In this way tbe ell originally present in tbe foils was converted in 

the gas streaa to cllo2 in tbe presence of a suitable quantity of co2 derived 

fro• tbe ethanol, The gu was then bubbled through two centrifuge cones 

containing aodiua hydroxide solution, 1dlich absorbed all tbe co2, Tbeae 

cones ~re detached fro. the apparatus &Dc1 8a003 precipitated by tbe addition 

of Ba(at)2 , Tbe 8&003 was washed, aoanted, and counted UDder an eod-window 

G-M counter in the usual way, It carried tbe ell actiYity practically 

quantitatively and coapletely free from all other activities, 

Procedure 3, Yield of ell frora tbe Higb-.Baerq Proton Irradiation of Ag, 

Source: B, V, l.urcbatov !!, .!!,., Conf. Acad, Sci. U,S,S,R,, Peaceful Uees 

Atoaic Boergy1 Moscow (19SS), U,S. Atoaic Bnergy C~iasion Traul,, 

2435, Part ~ lll-24 (l9.5S), 

The silver foil was melted in a hydrogen atmosphere before irradiation, 

After irradiation the foil waa dissolved in nitric acid, gases bubbled over 

bot CuO into 20'1. NaOf, Boiling was continued for ten minutes .tth passage of 

air, The ell was counted as BaCO:J. 

Procedure 4, Yield of ell froa the High-EnerSf Proton Irradiation of Co, 

Source: B, Be.blost, U,S, Atoaic Eoergy Co..iasion Doct~~~ent N,Y,O, 3198, 

Pive ag of carbon as NaHC03 was added dropwise to the reaction vessel 

and the evolved gaa was led into a freshly prepared, carbonate-free .alation 

of NMII, Tbe rate of addition of tbe carrier was adjusted so tbat about balf 

was added after the target was dissolved, Nitrogen was bubbled through the 

systea to prevent tbe t..ae frOfll being sucked back into tbe reaction vessel 

during pressure fluctuations, Tbe sodiua hydroxide solution was diluted to 

9 
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CARBON Procedure 4 (Continued) 

100 Ill and freshly prepared bariua nitrate waa added, Tbe bari~a carbonate 

precipitate waa waabed with water and aoanted, 

Procedure 5, Yield of ell froa the Hip-Bnerlf Proton Irradiation of As• 

Source: P. l.of stad, UC:RL 2265. 

The ailver target waa dissolved in a distillation flaat, Any eacapiq 

gases wre collected in a 1 N solution of N&Cif aaturated with 8&(<11)2 in an 

ice bath, Tbe nitric acid solution was aacle slightly basic with l.<ll and 

carbon carrier as Na~3 was added, A solution of hypochlorite waa added 

and the solution boiled for a few ainates to oxidize all the active carbon 

to the carbonate fora, Any eacaping gases wre continually caught in the 

saturated 8&(<11)2 solution, After oxidation of tbe carbon the solution was 

-.de acidic with 11:1, Carbon dioxide-free air was bubbled through for a few 

ainutes ~ile the solution ..a gently waraed to drive out all tbe C02 gas, 

S.CO:S precipitated, This precipitate was transferred to a distillation flaat, 

silver aDd broaide carriers wre aclcled, phosphoric acid and a few a1 of 

aaturated boric acid wre added, Tbe solution was gently waraed 111bile ~

free air was pasaed through, catching the co2 in a aaturated solution of 

8&(00)2 in an ice bath, Tbe final s.co3 precipitate was finally washed with 

a dilute solution of NH4oo, water, and acetone, dried at 1100c and weigbed, 

Procedure 6, Yield of ell froa the Hish-Ener17 Proton Irradiation of 

Al, Cu, In, Bi, and U, 

Source: R, Sharp (private c~unication), 

Ni&bt before run: 

1, Pill carrier gas cell CG with 5 ce-ata of 2:1 ~:CH4 (containing 

3 Xe fo.r tarpta above Te), 

*2, Pill bubbler sr with 50 cc aaturated 8&(<11)2 solution. 

* Denotes steps done only for targets above Te, 

10 
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CARBON Procedure 6 (Continued} 

3. Pill ac:rubbing tube Sf half full at ~ H2S04 and attach target 

.olution flask TP+<X: to vacline with VS open. Attach coDdenaer boaes. 

4. With counting tube CT on line, pUIIp out lllbole aystea overnigbt 

with opened vs, 6, 1, a, 10• , u-. 12+ , 13, N, 14'- , u, 17•, 1a, 19, 

20, 21, 22, 24, 2$ t, 26 and closed Vl, 2, 3, 4, 9, 16, 23. 

MorDiy before run: 

s. Cloae V7, 13, 17, pu.p out counting tube to < 1o•S -. 

6. Cloae Vl4t, N, 17, 19, 22, 24, 2$ 4. 

7 • Set Ni02 fumac:e NP to 9SOOC, P~ICUO trap PC to 20()0C. 

a. :t..erse trap I in dry ice-..c:etone. 

9. Open V9 briefly to 1 ata on gauge GA. 

10. lleplace carrier gaa cell CG with aborting liae coaneeted be'hlleea 

joints A &Del B. Open Vl, 13 &Del adjust N to 50 ee/a on flow •ter PM. 

*u. Open VlOt, 12 t, flush bubbler Br 3 •in. Close VlO~, 12 .&. to 

bypass bubbler. 

12. Make heah phosphoric acid grease. Tum on •ter in coDdenaer a:. 

13. Close Vl, 6, open V9. Raove target solution flask TP+CC. Attach 

carrier gas cell CG to target solution flask. 

14. Place •ighed target in cup Tf, wipe V4 and joint C and apply fresh 

phosphoric acid grease. Attach cup TP to target solution flask. Attach 

target solution flask to vacline. Attach heat shield to Joint c. 

u. Open v1, 6. Close va. 

16. Close V21, 13, 9. Open V7. Pu.p to 1 - pressure. Por targets 

below Te, Dllerse trap II in liquid N2 • 

17. Cloae V7, 26. Open V21. 

18. OpenVlOt,l2t. 

19. Dissolve Target: 

11 
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CARBON Procedure 6 (Continued) 

(a) ~en V2, 3. Pill target aolution flask with carrier gas and 

oxygen to about 50 em pressure. 

(b) Close V2, 5. Dissolve the target &Del add co.bustion fluid. 

20. Boil the coabustion fluid containing the disaolved target one ain. 

21. ~en Vl3, 26, 8, 2. 

Por targets below Te: 

A22. SWeep system 5 ain at SO cc/ain on flow aeter Rt. 

A23. SWeep S ain at 100 cc/ain. 

A24. Cloae V2, PUIIP syst• to 19 ca pressure while adjustifts N to 

~~&intain sweep rate of N SO cc/llin rate on Rt. 

A2S. Double sweep rate to 100 cc/ain and puap to 3 ca pressure. 

Por targets above Te: 

B22. Sweep systea 3 ain at 7S cc/llin. Close Y2, ,PUIIP out system to 

12 ca pressure while adjusting N to aaintain ~~t~1S cc/ain rate on FM. Close 

N. Open V2 slowly, filling syat• wi.tb ~ to one ata. Open N to 1S c:c/llin 

rate on FM. Close V2. 

823. Repeat 822 two aore times. 

824. Iaaerae trap II in liquid N2• Reduce sweep rate to ~10 cc/llin 

with N. Add 20 cc of 20S H3P04 to bubbler Br through filling funnel BF. 

825. ~en V2, sweep 3 ain at 1S cc/ain, close V2, puap to 12 ca pressure 

maintaining 1S cctain sweep rate on PM. 

26. Close Vl3, 14~ , lS, 20, 21. ~en N, 22, 24, 2S t • 

21. Puap to 10-4 aa pressure epening Vl8, 19 when pressure reaches 

lo-3 ... 

28. Turn off Philips gauge. Close V22. Transfer cllo2 to counter by 

thawing trap II wi.tb hair dryer while iDalleraing bottom eDd of counting tube 

in liquid N2• Close Vl9. 

12 
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CARBON Procedure 6 (Continued) 

29. Thaw cllo2 in counting tube with hair dryer. 

30. Open Vl6. Open Vl9 briefly to fill counter to one ata with PlO. 

Close Vl9. 

31. Close Vl6, 18. 

32. Start counting 6 ain after filling. 

Remarks 

4. V denotes stopcock. Y14-' denotes three •Y coell: turned to direct 

flow into lowr leg in ache~~atic of vacline, Vl4t upper leg, etc. 

a. At least one quarter of traps I and II •st be above level of 

refrigerant for efficient operation. 

10. Plow -eter PM operates at 1 ca pressure but is calibrated to read 

STP cc/11 flow rate in system before expansion valve N. 

12. Cover HP03 pellets with 85~ H3Po4 and boil to ca.plete .olution. 

Cool. 

14. The heat shield for joint C is a flat plate of 1/16" aluainWI which 

slips over TP and is held in place by springs. This 

keeps the grease on joint C froa ~~elting when a 

Bunaen burner is applied to TP. 

15. After step 15, the stopcocks should be set as follows: 

Opened Vl, 50 6, 9, 11-, 13, N, 14t, 150 18, 20, 21, 25~, 26. Closed 

V2, 31 4, 81 10' 1 12~ 1 16, 17, 191 22, 23, 24. 

16. PU111Ping to 1 - r~ves the air introduced when the target solution 

flask was reattached. 

19. (a) Target solution flask is filled with oxygen to a pressure such 

that the total pressure in the flask after dissolving the target is about 

70 ca. More would cause the joints to open on boiling the COilbustion fluid; 

leas would allow the fluid to boil at a lower te-perature thus reducing the 

speed of oxidation. 

1~ 
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CARBON Procedure 6 (Continued) 

(b) The targets are dissolved as follows: 

Aluainua: 7-1/2 cc A added to cup TF through funnel FP. 

Copper: 

Heat to solution of Al. Add 7-1/2 cc B, l/4 ga ~~~. 

1 cc cone ~ added to TF, dia.olvi.DJ the cu. 

10 cc plus 1/4 ga JtiO:s added. 

Indiua: Saae as copper. 

Biaauth: 1-112 cc 75ft HN03 .&led to TF, dissolving the Bi, 

10 cc C plus 1/4 gm uo3 added. 

Uraniua: 1 cc cone ~ added to TF, w.ra gently to dissolve 

the u. 10 cc c + l/4 p u~ added. 

A is 33 cc 85ft H3P04 plus 22 cc cone (36M) H2so4 plus 45 cc 

fuaing H2S04 (30'1 so3> to aate 100 cc total. 

B is A + 10.4 g c~. 

c is A + 5.2 g cro,. 

A22, 822. St~~eepi.DJ by PWIPinc down several tillea to a fraction of an 

at.,sphere ia a faster ~~ethod tban sweeping continuously at one atlloapbere 

pressure due to dead vol~~~~es in the apparatus. The beat SM:eping procedure 

will depeDIS on the configuration of the apparatus aDd should be checked for 

efficiency by ~tric or radioassay. The extensive SM:ePinc uaed for 

targets above Te is necessary due to the high solubility of Xe and Rn in .ater 

and the consequent difficulty in purgi.DJ th• froa the bubbler solution. For 

cosmotron boabar~nts, the sweeping used in tbe recipe gave a 1-3ft rare gas 

activity tail in the ell decay curves. Higher decontuination aay be 

necessary for low energy boabardaents. There is rooa for iaprove.nt in the 

Rn + Xe scavengi.DJ aetboc:l. A IIUCh 110re efficient and probably faster 

separation of cl~ froa Rn + Xe could probably be bad via gas ehroaatography 

using one of the excellent co.aercial devices now available. 

824. Indicator in the Ba(OH)2 solution can be used to insure neutralization 

by the H3P04. S.,CP04>2 precipitates on fiut addition of phosphoric acid but 

quietly dissolves in excess of tbe reagent. 

14 
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CARBON Procedure 6 (Continued) 

30. P•lO preasure iD liDe before Vl6 is regulated to 76 c:a with a 

reducing valve. 

PbOt POWDER 
AND CuO WIRE 

/ 

85 TRAP 11 TRAP I 

Pig. 2. Vacuua line for aeparatiog and purifying c11 

TP • target f illiog flaak N • needle valve 

OC • condeoaer PM • flow •ter 

PP • f laak f illiog funnel )ll' • calibrated aaaoaeter 

sr • sulfuric acid scrubbing BS • barostat 

tube PG • Phillips gauge 

Pc • P~/t:uO trap CT • count iog tube 

CG • carrier gas cell 1-26 • atopcocta 

WA • water absorption tube A-G • ground glass joints 

Gl • -30" to +15" Bourdon gauge a: • •diua porosity scintered 

NP • N10a furoace glaaa pluga 

Br • Ba(OH)2 bubbler BP • bubbler filling funnel 

15 
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Procedure 7, Production of cllo2 from Deuteron Irradiated s2o3• 

Source: P. Nahinaky.!! !!•• J. AID, Chem. soc. ~ 2299 (1942), 

It was observed that the bulk of the ell activity produced froa 

B2~ irradiated with 8 Mev deuterons was expelled froa the target •terial 

and was present in the irradiation vessel as a aixture of cllo and cllo2• 

The gas was swept through a CuO furnace with C~ carrier gas to convert tbe 

cllo to cl~. The cllo2 was then used in the synthesis of organic acids 

and kinetic and structural studies were made on the labeled compounds, 

NITROGEN 

Procedure 1, Yield of Nl3 fro• Hi&h-Energr Proton Irradiation of 

Al, Zn, In, Pb, aDd U foils. 

Source: I. Dostrovaky and J, Hudis, to be publ~ in Phys. Rev, 

It was shown that when the aetal foils are dissolved as indicated 

below all the Nl3 waa present as NH3• The apparatus used is shown in Pig, 3, 

1, Target foils were dissolved in about 5 al of dissolving •ixture 

(aee below) in a 40 a1 centrifuge cone. After the sample was COIIPletely 

dissolved. the solution was boiled for about one minute to expel volatile 

activities, 

2. The solution w.s placed in distillation flask A, 10 al lCIC Na<Jf 

was added through the hypodermic syringe .00 tie solution boiled to distill 

NH3 into flaak B, aided by a stream of He. Plask 8 contained lN NaOH plus 

JCMn04 at 0°C, The stream passed through tube C containiq saturated boric 

acid and broa cresol green indicator at OOC. and as long as flask 8 is at 

OOC no NH3 COlle& over, 

3, Tube C is replaced by tube D containing fresh saturated boric acid 

and indicator at c:Pc and flask 8 is heated to distill NH3 into D. It was 

found convenient to have in D an ...,unt of HCl equivalent to about an 8~ 

yield of the NH40H carrier initially added to judge the progress of the 

distillation, 

16 
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(A) 

NITROGEN Procedure 1 (Continued) 

ION NoOH 

(B) lCl OR (0) 

AIR 

• 

Pig. 3. Apparatus for aeparation ud pudficatioo of N13ti,. 

4. Distillation is continued about one minute after the indicator in 

D has changed color and the contents of D transferred to a separate distillation 

apparatus. 

s. 2 a1 lON NaOH were added to the solution and NH3 distilled into a 

50 Ill flask containing saturated boric acid, a Jmo1111 •ount of HCl and 

indicator at oOC. 
6. The receiving flask ws stoppered, placed on top of a 2 x 2 Nai 

crystal and the decay of the N13 activity followed. 

7. The cbeaical yield wu deterained after cQ~~Pletion of the counting 

by titrating the solution with standardized 0.1 N HCl. 

Remarks 

1. Al and ZD dissolved in 6N HCl(Pe••> plus Pte14 solution. 

In dissolved in UN HCl(Fe-) plus Ptel4 solution. 

Pb dissolved in HBr(48S, Fe••> plus PtC14 solution. 

U dissolved in 6N HCl(Fe••>. 

17 
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NITROGEN Procedure 1 (Continued) 

2. HCl aDd HBr were treated with iron wire just prior to use to 

insure tbe presence of Pe••, which was considered helpful in preventing 

oxidation of reduced fo~s of nitrogen. 

3. The addition of Pte14 to the dissolving solution ia very helpful 

in reducing the tiae required to dissolve the target foils. 

4. It was observed that the presence of water greatly reduced the speed 

with .tlich the Pb foils could be dissolved. In this case the desired aa:~unt 

of NH400 carrier solution .a added to a few al of HBr and the solution boiled 

until HBr fuaes were observed. 

Procedure 2. Yield of N13 froa Higb-BnerBI Proton Irradiation of Al. 

source: K. Chacltett!! !!,., Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) !?b 43 (1956). 

This activity appears in tbe gas phase on dissolution of tbe foil in 

boiling NaOf solution, to W!ich lti3 carrier has been added. It •Y be trapped 

on a filter pad .oiatened with dilute suUuric acid and counted as •mniua 

sulfate. 

Procedure 3. As .. Y of N13 in NH3. 

Source: G. s. Golden, Coabuation Engineering Inc., Nuclear Division, Windsor, 

Connecticut. 

Reagents 

NH3 carrier 

NaQf 

"' chloroplatiuic acid 

ethyl alcohol 

diethyl ether 

1. Add the a•ple in solution to a 125 a1 Brlenaeyer flaK. Add 

10 •1 NH3 carrier and aake baaic with NaOH solution. 

2. Add 2 a1 chloroplatiDic acid ("') to a centrifuge cone aDd dilute 

to 10 a1 with alcohol. Place in an ice bath. 

3. Place a one-hole stopper on the Brlenaeyer flaK. Insert a bent 

glass tube so that one end is above tbe liquid iD the flaK 111hile the other 

is illlleraed in tbe H#tC~ solution. 

18 
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NITROGEN Procedure 3 (Continued) 

4. Heat tbe suple to boiling and boil vigorou.ly for about 3 aiautea. 

5. Pilter tbe precipitate. Waah witb a few lal. of alcohol and tben with 

ether. 

6. Weich and eouat. 

19 
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